
Getting StartedGetting Started
Show the students an image of the Moon.
What features do they observe?   What features do they observe?   
Do they see the large round areas that have smooth dark interiors?    Do they see smaller circular features?   Do they see the large round areas that have smooth dark interiors?    Do they see smaller circular features?   
How might these have formed?   How might these have formed?    

What to DoWhat to Do
  Invite the students to drop an impactor into the box.     What do they observe?    Can they identify different features What do they observe?    Can they identify different features 
  of the crater?    How do craters help geologists “see into” the inside of a planet?  of the crater?    How do craters help geologists “see into” the inside of a planet?

  Experiment by dropping an impactor from different heights, simulating different velocities of incoming impactors.        
  How did impactors traveling at different “velocities” influence the crater size or distribution of ejecta?How did impactors traveling at different “velocities” influence the crater size or distribution of ejecta?

  Experiment with different impactors dropped from the same height.     Do the crater sizes or depths change?Do the crater sizes or depths change?

Wrapping UpWrapping Up
Return to the images of the Moon. Discuss how impact basins and craters form. When meteoroids strike the Moon, they create 
a circular depression and eject material onto the surrounding landscape. What remains is a crater, surrounded by a raised rim, 
and a debris blanket of ejecta. Sometimes the debris can be seen as long, bright rays radiating great distances from the crater. 
If a crater is greater than 185 miles (300 kilometers) in diameter, it is called a “basin.” Different basin and crater sizes result from 
different sizes and velocities of impactors. The larger and faster the impactor, the larger the crater that results.  

Invite the students to observe the Moon.     Can they identify impact basins, craters, and rays?Can they identify impact basins, craters, and rays?

This activity can be made more quantitative by having students carefully perform the experiments and measure the resulting crater
dimensions. An expanded classroom lesson plan can be found in NASA’s Exploring the Moon Teacher’s Guide, available at 

http://ares.jsc.nasa.gov/Education/Activities/ExpMoon/ImpactCraters.pdf. 

HOW DID OUR MOON FORM?

Team Moon: How 400,000 People Landed Apollo 11 on the Moon   

Earth and the Moon.  

Stories of the Moon   

Apollo: The Epic Journey to the Moon

The Scientific Legacy of Apollo

The Modern Moon: A Personal View

http://www.nasm.si.edu/collections/imagery/apollo/apollo.htm
http://history.nasa.gov/apollo.html

http://nssdc.gsfc.nasa.gov/planetary/planets/moonpage.html

http://www.lpi.usra.edu/lunar

http://nasascience.nasa.gov

Exploring the Moon  —  
http://ares.jsc.nasa.gov/Education/Activities/ExpMoon/ExpMoon.htm     

Exploring Planets in the Classroom: The Moon  —   
http://www.spacegrant.hawaii.edu/class_acts/MoonDoc.html     

Educator Resources  —  
http://www.lpi.usra.edu/education/resources/s_system/moon.shtml     

Sea of Rains (Mare Imbrium) —

Apennine Mountains — 

Sea of Serenity (Mare Serenitatis) — 

Sea of Tranquility (Mare Tranquillitatis) —

Lunar Highlands —

Copernicus Crater — 

Tycho Crater —

How many features can you identify on a clear night?

Early Stages:  A Magma Ocean —

Big Impacts, Big Basins —

Basin Filling —

Recent History —

EVOLUTION OF OUR MOON

EXPLORATION TIMELINE

What is our Moon made of?     What are the light and dark markings?     Does the Moon have oceans and an atmosphere?

What caused the craters on the Moon?     Is the Moon geologically active? 

How did the Moon form?     How has the Moon evolved?     What is the age of the Moon?

What is the compositional variability of Moon rocks?     What resources might be available?

Is the current model of the Moon’s formation correct?    Why are the basalts in the basins so variable?
Is the Moon still volcanically active?

HINA MOVES TO THE MOON: 
A HAWAIIAN STORY ABOUT OUR MOON

TRY RY THIS —HIS —

MEET A LUNAR GEOLOGIST — Dr. Jeff Taylor, University of Hawaii

FURTHER EXPLORATIONAN EARTH-BASED TOUR OF THE MOON

front sixth- to ninth-grade students
back educators

http://www.lpi.usra.edu/education/moon_poster.shtml

MORE CLASS ROOM RESOURCES

ADDITIONAL READING

ONLINE DISCOVERY

ABOUT THIS POSTER

What’s NeededWhat’s Needed
An image of the Moon
(example:  http://photojournal.jpl.nasa.gov/jpegMod/PIA00405_modest.jpg) 
For each group of 4–6 students:

A sturdy box at least 2' × 2' wide and 6" deep
Sand or oatmeal to fill the box to a 3" depth
Flour to cover the sand to a 1" depth
Cocoa to cover the flour to a 1/8" depth
Several impactors of different sizes and weights (marbles, pebbles, golf balls, etc.)
Eye protection

Prepare the impact box with a bottom layer of sand or oatmeal, a middle layer of 
flour, and top layer of cocoa. Smooth each layer before you add the next layer.

What do you do?    

— —

How did you get interested in this field?    

What is the most interesting question about the Moon that scientists are trying to solve?    

Do you want to go to the Moon?    

If someone wants to become a scientist, what should they do?

Students model impact events and develop an Students model impact events and develop an 
understanding of the processes that cause understanding of the processes that cause 
cratering on the lunar surface.cratering on the lunar surface.

Make an Impact!Make an Impact!


